Hike 3

Notre-Da me
de Miremer
Very nice walk towards a pilgrim chapel. An exceptional site
offering a striking view over the Gulf of Saint-Tropez and
the Maures mountains.
Place of pilgrimage for the Nativity of the Madonna.

Chapel of Notre-Dame de Miremer, the orchard of Miremer:
plantation of fig trees in terrasses.

3 hours
9,7 km, medium difficulty
Tourist Information/Parking des Teilles
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Itinerary
From the tourist information go
towards the exit of the village
direction Grimaud, after the
chapel St Eloi follow the small
road chemin du Refren (behind
the service station).
After approx. 1,2 km it joins
the RD 558. 50 m before this
junction go up the small path
near the big oak tree to the
RD 558 (in the bend) and cross
the road. Go up to the left
the asphalt road towards Val
d’Aubert & Camp de la Suyère.
At 650m the road forms a
Y-junction, take left direction
Camp Vif / Ancienne Route de la
Garde-Freinet.
At 400 m on the left you will
see an oratory, go up the
path Sentier N.D. de Miremer.
(approx. 900 m) to the chapel of
Miremer.
Magnificent panoramic view :
the Mediterranean, the villages
of Grimaud (castel), Cogolin,
La Croix-Valmer, Gassin, SaintTropez etc…
Go down the hill of Miremer on the large track at the
left (back turned to the chapel). It winds down the
hill for about 1,5 km and takes you to the border of
the RD 558.

Just before the end of this track and before arriving
on the RD 558, take the footpath at the left (sign). It
leads along the RD 558 overlooking it for 200 m, then
comes out again 300 m farther near the oratory of
the sentier N.D. de Miremer.
Turn right and go back the way you came.
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